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The practical autonomous air refueling of unmanned air system tanker aircraft to unmanned air system receiver

aircraft will require an integrated relative navigation system and controller that is tolerant to faults. This paper

develops and demonstrates a fault-tolerant structured-adaptive-model-inversion controller integrated with a

reliable relative-position sensor for this autonomous air-refueling scenario using the probe-and-drogue method.

The structured-adaptive-model-inversion controller does not depend on fault-detection information, yet

reconfigures and provides smooth trajectory tracking and probe docking in the presence of control-effector failure.

The controller also handles parameter uncertainty in the receiver-aircraft model. In this paper, the controller is

integrated with a vision-based relative-position sensor, which tracks the relative position of the drogue, and a

reference-trajectory generator. The feasibility and performance of the controller and integrated system are

demonstrated with simulated docking maneuvers with a nonstationary drogue, in the presence of system

uncertainties and control-effector failures. The results presented in the paper demonstrate that the integrated

controller/sensor system can provide successful docking in the presence of system uncertainties for a specified class

of control-effector failures.

Nomenclature

A = unforced dynamics of the system
Aest = estimated A matrix
Ah = Hurwitz gain matrix
Ar = unforced dynamics of the reference

system
B = control effectiveness of the system
Best = estimated B matrix
Br = control effectiveness of the reference

system
Ca = estimate of C�

a matrix
C�
a = linear map between A and Aest

D = linear map between calculated and
applied control signal

D� = truth value for D matrix
E = bias term between calculated and applied

control signal
E� = truth value for E matrix
g = acceleration due to gravity
h = altitude
I = moment-of-inertia matrix
J = kinematic relationship between position

and velocity coordinates
Jr = kinematic relationship between position

and velocity reference coordinates
M = Mach number
m = vehicle mass

P = positive definite matrix
Q = positive definite matrix
s = position-level tracking errors
t = current time of refueling process
t0 = initial time of refueling process
t1 = end time for stage 1 of refueling process
t2 = end time for stage 2 of refueling process
uapplied = control signal applied to the system
ucalculated = control signal calculated by control

algorithm
ur = reference input signal
W1,W2,W3 = positive definite weighting matrices
(Xb, Yb, Zb) = body-fixed axis system
(Xd, Yd, Zd) = initial offset between drogue and probe
(Xn, Yn, Zn) = inertial axis system
x = velocity-level tracking errors
(xd�t�, yd�t�, zd�t�) = coordinates of drogue along inertial axes
(xr�t�, yr�t�, zr�t�) = coordinates of reference trajectory along

inertial axes
y = total tracking error
α = angle of attack
δa = perturbation in aileron deflection from

trim value
δe = perturbation in elevator deflection from

trim value
δN = perturbation in vectoring engine nozzle

from trim value
(δp, δq, δr) = perturbations in body-axis roll, pitch, yaw

rates
(δpc1, δpc2, δpc3) = perturbations in pressure control nozzle

force from trim value
δr = perturbation in rudder deflection from

trim value
δT% = perturbation in percentage of maximum

thrust from trim value
(δu, δv, δw) = perturbations in inertial velocities
(δX, δY, δZ) = perturbations in inertial positions
(δϕ, δθ, δψ ) = perturbations in bank, pitch, heading

attitude angles
λ = positive definite matrix
σ = position-level coordinates
σr = position-level reference-system coordi-

nates
ϕ = forcing function on velocity-level error

dynamics
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ω = velocity-level coordinates
ωr = velocity-level reference-system coordi-

nates

I. Introduction

O NE of the important factors that will contribute to the future
successful deployment and operation of unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs) is reliable autonomous in-flight air refueling [1,2].
Two commonly used methods for aerial refueling are the boom-and-
receptacle and probe-and-drogue methods. In the boom-and-
receptacle method, a refueling boom on the rear of the tanker aircraft
is steered into a refueling port on the receiver aircraft. Historically,
this procedure requires a special tanker aircraft with a human boom
operator onboard. Doebbler et al. successfully demonstrated the
boom-and-receptacle method using vision-based sensors for
unmanned aerial vehicles [3]. In the probe-and-drogue method, the
receiver aircraft has a probe that must be placed or docked into the
drogue, an aerodynamically stabilized device consisting of a flexible
basket attached to the tanker aircraft by a flexible hose. This is the
refueling method considered in this paper. The probe-and-drogue
method requires a reliable tracking controller on the receiver aircraft,
a function that is provided by the human pilot onmanned aircraft, and
by guidance laws and a robust controller on unmanned aircraft.
Nalepka and Hinchman have provided an overview of the various

challenges involved in aerial refueling for unmanned aerial vehicles
[2]. Over the last two decades, research has been conducted using
several control approaches in combination with various types of
sensors for obtaining accurate measurements of the drogue position.
Some of the sensors previously considered for refueling are the
Global Positioning System (GPS) [4], sensors with pattern
recognition, or vision-based navigation systems [5]. Stepanyan et al.
designed an aerial-refueling autopilot using techniques from
differential games and adaptive control [6]. It is assumed that perfect
measurements are obtained without a true relative navigation sensor.
Vortex-induced uncertainties are handled using an adaptive-control
methodology to handle longitudinal dynamics. Ochi and Kominami
used proportional navigation guidance and line-of-sight angle control
for aerial refueling, and included a turbulencemodel [7]. A quantitative
feedback theory controller is used by Pachter et al. to design an
automatic station-keeping flight-control system for regulating the
position of an aircraft receiving fuel relative to the tanker aircraft,
assuming that a relative navigation sensor was available [8]. Pollini
et al. have developed an artificial vision system for relative-position
estimation based on localization of passive infrared markers, which
have a known geometry distribution over the leader airframe or drogue
body [9].A new set of nonlinear equations ofmotion have been derived
using the relative motion between receiver and tanker aircraft, and also
considering the aerodynamic coupling due to the trailingvortex shedby
the tanker aircraft [10]. More recently, an adaptive-control-based
controller with guaranteed transient performance has been designed
and demonstrated for aerial refueling [11,12].
Earlier work by the authors developed an optimal nonzero set point

controller with control rate weighting (NZSP-CRW) to track and
dock with a stationary drogue in Dryden light turbulence using a
cooperative vision-based sensor [1], and then extended this work to a
moving drogue using the command generator tracker (CGT) control
scheme [13,14]. Themain drawback to both NZSP-CRWand CGT is
that the position or trajectory of the drogue is assumed to be known a
priori, and an accurate model of the drogue dynamics is required. To
address these limitations, the authors developed a reference-
observer-based tracking controller that is able to successfully track
and dock with a probe in the presence of moderate turbulence and
sensor noise [5].
This paper extends and improves upon the earlier body of work by

developing a fault-tolerant structured adaptive model inversion
(SAMI) controller, which does not require an accurate model of the
receiver aircraft or the drogue dynamics, yet is able to handle control-
effector failures. SAMI is based upon dynamic inversion and
feedback linearization, and has been used for many spacecraft and
aircraft problems [15,16]. A fault-tolerant version of SAMI was

developed to handle control-effector failures without using a
dedicated fault-identification algorithm, and was subsequently
applied to systemswith continuous control effectors [17] and systems
with discrete control effectors [16]. In this work, a fault-tolerant
SAMI controller is developed and integrated with a vision-based
relative-position sensor for the purpose of tracking a reference
docking trajectory, which is generated onboard the receiver aircraft,
in real time. The system is able to provide successful docking in the
presence of system uncertainties and control-effector failures.
Additionally, the fault-tolerant SAMI controller developed here for
autonomous air refueling using the probe-and-drogue method can
also be applied to the boom-and-receptacle method.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the visual

navigation (VisNav) vision-based sensor and its measurements.
Section III describes the equations used for the reference-trajectory
generation. Development of fault-tolerant SAMI is shown in Sec. IV
along with the stability proof. Section V describes the vehicle model
and simulation, and Sec. VI contains a simulation example to
investigate the VisNav sensor performance characteristics and a
performance evaluation of fault-tolerant SAMI. Conclusions and
recommendations for future research are presented in Sec. VII, and
the Appendix contains details of the receiver-aircraft model.

II. Vision-Based Navigation Sensor

One of the important requirements for autonomous aerial refueling
(AAR) is a sensor to measure the relative position and orientation
between the receiver aircraft and the tanker aircraft. Someof themethods
considered in the past for aerial refueling are GPS and visual servoing
with pattern-recognition software [4]. Although GPS measurements
have been made with 1–2 cm accuracy for formation flying, problems
associated with lock on, integer ambiguity, and low bandwidth present
challenges for application to in-flight refueling. Pattern-recognition
codes are not reliable in all lighting conditions, and with adequate fault
tolerance, may require large amounts of computational power to
converge with sufficient confidence to a solution.
The vision-based navigation system called VisNav [1] provides

high precision, six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) information for real-
time navigation applications. The sensors are small in size and need
low power, and hence are suitable for UAV platforms. They also
provide the desired accuracy in measurements, which is required for
in-flight refueling. When VisNav is operating, the digital signal
processor commands a beacon controller to signal each light-
emitting-diode (LED) beacon to activate in turn. As each beacon
turns on, light energy comes through the wide angle lens and is
focused onto the position-sensing diode (PSD). The focused light
creates a centroid, or spot, on the photo diode, which causes a current
imbalance in the four terminals on each side of the PSD, as shown in
Fig. 1. The closer the light centroid is to one side of the photo diode,
the higher the current in the nearest terminal. By measuring the

Fig. 1 VisNav sensor model.
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voltage at each terminal, the two-dimensional (2-D) position of the
light centroid on the PSD can be found with a nonlinear calibration
function. From these measurements, unit line-of-sight vectors from
the sensor to each beacon can be determined. Once measurements
from four or more beacons are collected, they are passed to a
Gaussian least-squares-differential-correction (GLSDC) algorithm
[1]. This routine calculates the minimum-variance estimate of the
position and orientation of the sensor relative to the target frame. To
address the depth of field problem commonly associated with optical
sensors, the power of each LED beacon is adaptively adjusted online
to optimize the received energy amplitude. This maximizes the
signal-to-noise ratio of each individual measurement and is
accomplished by a wireless feedback loop closed at 100 Hz.
Figure 2 shows the location of the active beacon array mounted on

the refueling drogue. In the GLSDC measurement model, there are
six unknowns: the three relative positions and the three relative
orientation coordinates. Each available beacon contributes two
measurement equations: one for each 2-D coordinate of its projection
on the PSD. Measurements from at least three beacons must be
obtained before the system of equations may be solved, but a unique
geometry cannot be obtained using only three beacons because there
will be more than one configuration of three beacons that project
identically onto the 2-D plane. At least four beacons are required to
obtain a unique six-DOF navigation solution, and although using
more than four beacons provides robustness to measurement noise, it
also adds computational expense. A set of eight beacons provides a
good balance between these two factors for the AAR application.
GLSDC finds the best-fit solution for a given set of measurements
and an assumed amount of measurement noise [1]. When measure-
ment noise is accounted for, it is the quality of the geometry [the three-
dimensional (3-D) arrangement of the beacons] and not the number of
beacons that determines the accuracy of the pose estimate at a given
range. This provides redundancy in case a beacon falls outside of the

field of view, and the additional measurements improve the
convergence performance of the estimation routine. A second set of
beacons that are close together may then be used for close-proximity
navigation. A desirable configuration ensures that the lateral extent of
the beacon array takes up at least 10%of the sensor field of viewwithin
the range of interest. Valasek et al. [1] detail how the VisNav sensor
system is specifically configured for the aerial-refueling task.The same
configuration is used for the system in this paper.

III. Reference-Trajectory Generation

Figure 3 shows the Earth-fixed inertial axis system (Xn, Yn, Zn)
oriented with the Xn axis pointing along the heading of both the
tanker and receiver aircraft, and the Zn axis pointing in the direction
of gravity. The body axis (Xb, Yb, Zb) is attached to the receiver
aircraft with the origin at its center of gravity.
The initial offset between the mean position of the refueling drogue

and the probe attached to the receiver aircraft, as measured along the
inertial axis, is given by Xd, Yd, Zd. The receiver aircraft is initially
lined up in the (Yn, Zn) plane behind the drogue, and docking is
accomplished by modulating the drogue position forward along Xn.
The concept of using a reference trajectory comes from five and is
designed using the same idea (i.e., in two stages). In the first stage, the
refueling probe on the receiver aircraft tries to line up behind the mean
position of the drogue so that the initial offset (Yd, Zd) becomes zero.
The flight trajectory is designed using a fifth-order polynomial to
ensure continuity in the position, velocity, and acceleration states at
bothendpoints of the trajectory.The continuity inacceleration enforces
continuity in the desired control effort without much computational
burden. To illustrate, consider the offset along the Yn axis. At the
beginning of stage 1, the reference trajectory is a steady-level 1g flight
path, and hence perturbations in reference position, velocity, and
acceleration are zero at the initial time t0. At the final time t1 of stage 1,
the reference position is the offset Yd, and the velocity and acceleration
are zero. Let yr�t� be the coordinate of the reference trajectory along the
Yn axis. The boundary conditions are given as

yr�t� � 0;
dyr
dt

�t� � 0;
d2yr
dt2

�t� � 0 at t � 0 (1)

yr�t� � Yd;
dyr
dt

�t� � 0;
d2yr
dt2

�t� � 0 at t � t1 (2)

To enforce the boundary conditions, a fifth-order polynomial is
selected, so that yr�t� can be written as

yr�t� � y0 � y1t� y2t
2 � y3t

3 � y4t
4 � y5t

5; if t ≤ t1
(3)

The parameters y0; : : : ; y5 can be calculated by imposing the
boundary conditions introduced previously, and zr�t� for stage 1 can be

Fig. 2 Candidate beacon configuration for AAR, as seen from VisNav

sensor.

Fig. 3 Axis system.
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calculated in a similar manner. To zero the offset Xd, a similar fifth-
order polynomial is used to design the reference trajectory using
the initial and final times as the initial time of the first stage (t0), and the
final time of the second stage (t2), respectively. The probe follows
the drogue positions along the Yn andZn axes during the second stage.
The drogue exhibits randomoscillatory behavior in the plane parallel to
the (Yn,Zn) plane. The drogue is also perturbed in translation along the
direction of flight, but the magnitude of these perturbations is small.
Themeanposition of the droguemaybe estimatedby taking an average
of the drogue position over a period of 10 s prior to initiating the
dockingmaneuver. The objective is to design the reference trajectory as
a smooth transition between themean drogue position (Yd,Zd) and the
current drogue position [yd�t�, zd�t�], along the Yn and Zn axes,
respectively. Let us consider tracking along the Yn axis. The reference
trajectory using the fifth-order interpolation is given by

yr�t� � Yd � κyd�t�; if t > t1 and t ≤ t2 (4)

inwhich κ � 10τ3 − 15τ4 � 6τ5 (5)

and τ � t − t1
t2 − t1

(6)

The time durations of the first and second stages (t1 and t2) in the
preceding equations are design parameters selected as functions of
the initial offset (Xd, Yd, Zd) to ensure that the reference trajectory
does not demand excessive control and state rates. During the first
stage, the receiver aircraft only needs an approximate location of the
drogue mean position, and so a GPS-based approximate measure-
ment is used. During stage 2, an accurate drogue position is needed
because the receiver aircraft is closer to the drogue, and so VisNav
measurements are used. The VisNav measurements become more
accurate as the range between the sensor and beacons decreases [5].

IV. Fault-Tolerant SAMI Control

As mentioned before, fault-tolerant SAMI does not depend on
fault-detection information and reconfigures itself if any fault occurs.
The mathematical model used for handling a failure is given by the
following equation:

uapplied � Ducalculated � E (7)

in which D ∈ Rp×p and E ∈ Rp are constant for a given control
configuration, but may change and converge to other constant values
if there is control failure. The vector uapplied ∈ Rp is the control
applied to the system, and ucalculated ∈ Rp is the control calculated
by the control algorithm. To illustrate, consider the following generic
3-D example equation:"

ua1
ua2
ua3

#
�

"
D11 0 0

0 D22 0

0 0 D33

#"
uc1
uc2
uc3

#
�

"
E1

E2

E3

#
(8)

In the absence of any failure, thematrixD is the identitymatrix and
the vector E is equal to the zero vector. In this situation, uapplied is
equal to ucalculated. If there is a control failure, the corresponding
element along the diagonal ofDwill go to zero and the corresponding
element ofEwill go to a constant value atwhich that control is frozen.
Therefore, uapplied will not equal ucalculated.

A. Development of Dynamic Equations and Control Law

The motion of the vehicle is given by the following set of
equations:

_σ � J�σ�ω (9)

_ω � A�σ;ω� � B�σ;ω�uapplied (10)

in which σ ∈ Rn are translational and rotational position-level
coordinates, and ω ∈ Rn are translational and rotational velocity-

level coordinates. J�σ� ∈ Rn×n represents the nonlinear relationship
between _σ and ω, A�σ;ω� ∈ Rn represents the unforced behavior of
the system, and B�σ;ω� ∈ Rn×p represents the control-effectiveness
matrix of the system.TheA�σ;ω� andB�σ;ω�matrices of the original
plant contain uncertainties or are not known very well. A reference
model with the same structure is selected and can be expressed as

_σr � Jr�σr�ωr (11)

_ωr � Ar�σr;ωr� � Br�σr;ωr�ur (12)

in which σr, ωr, ur, Jr, Ar, and Br are known and have the same
dimension as σ, ω, uapplied, J, A, and B, respectively. The tracking
errors between the states and reference states are once again divided
as position-level and velocity-level errors. They are defined as

s � σ − σr (13)

x � ω − ωr (14)

_x � A�σ;ω� � B�σ;ω�uapplied − _ωr (15)

On substituting the expression for uapplied from Eq. (7) into
Eq. (15), the following equation is obtained:

_x � A�σ;ω� � B�σ;ω�Ducalculated � B�σ;ω�E − _ωr (16)

The control objective is to make the error between the reference
model and the actual plant states to go to zero. Hence, the following
dynamics are prescribed for the error x:

_x � Ahx� ϕ (17)

in which Ah ∈ Rn×n is a Hurwitz matrix. Ah is selected by the
designer, and by placing its eigenvalues properly, one can specify
how fast the velocity error goes to zero. The vector ϕ ∈ Rn is a
forcing function on the velocity error dynamics, which helps in
achieving the tracking objective. Upon adding and subtracting
Eq. (17) to Eq. (16), one is left with

_x � Ahx� ϕ� A�σ;ω� � B�σ;ω�Ducalculated � B�σ;ω�E
− � _wr � Ahx� ϕ� (18)

It is assumed that all of the state variables are measurable. Because
the rightmost expression in parentheses in Eq. (18) is known, let

ψ � _wr � Ahx� ϕ (19)

As system matrices A and B are not known exactly, best guesses
Aest andBestwill be used in real time for thesematrices. The following
relationship between the actual A and Bmatrices and their estimates
is established:

C�
aAest � A (20)

BestD
� � BD (21)

BestE
� � BE (22)

Therefore, Eq. (18) can now be rewritten as

_x � Ahx� ϕ� C�
aAest�σ;ω� � Best�σ;ω�D�ucalculated

� Best�σ;ω�E� − ψ (23)

The actual matrices C�
a ∈ Rn×n, D� ∈ Rp×p, and E� ∈ Rp are

unknown. If they were known, the actual A and B matrices could be
calculated exactly, and adaptive control would not be necessary.
Therefore, the adapted learning matrix Ca ∈ Rn×n will be updated
online and will account for uncertainty in the A matrix, whereas the
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already-definedmatricesD andEwill also be updated online andwill

account for uncertainties in the B matrix. Using dynamic inversion,

we can solve for the control vector so that the velocity error x has the
desired dynamics:

ucalculated � �BestD�−1�ψ − CaAest − BestE� (24)

From Eq. (24), one can solve for ψ :

ψ � BestDucalculated � CaAest � BestE (25)

and update Eq. (23) by plugging in this value of ψ

_x � Ahx� ϕ� ~CaAest � Best
~Ducalculated � Best

~E (26)

in which

~Ca � C�
a − Ca (27)

~D � D� −D (28)

~E � E� − E (29)

B. Development of Update Laws Through Lyapunov Stability

Analysis

To show perfect tracking of both the velocity- and position-level

coordinates, the tracking error should have a contribution from both

levels of the state vector. The control law is derived from the dynamic

part, and it is assumed that the adaptive mechanism provides perfect

velocity tracking. This does not ensure that the position referencewill

be tracked correctly. If the actual initial position deviates from that of

the reference model or if errors in the velocity-level states develop

during the transient stage, before perfect velocity tracking is

achieved, the positionwill stray from the reference, and no attempts at

correcting this error will be made unless this deviation is identified.

Therefore, define the total tracking error to include error terms for

both the kinematic and dynamic states as

y � _s� λs � Jω − Jrωr � λs (30)

in which λ ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite matrix. Adding and

subtracting Jωr to the right-hand side of Eq. (30) leave

y � Jx� Jωr − Jrωr � λs (31)

The following error dynamics are chosen to make sure that error

converges to zero:

_y � Ahy (32)

Just asmentioned, choosing all of the eigenvalues ofAh to lie in the

left-half complex plane will guarantee that y is both stable and

asymptotically approaching zero. Another expression for _y can be

calculated by differentiating Eq. (31) with respect to time.

_y � J _x� _Jx� � _J − _Jr�ωr � �J − Jr� _ωr � λ _s

� J�Ahx� ϕ� ~CaAest � Best
~Ducalculated � Best

~E�
� _Jx� � _J − _Jr�ωr � �J − Jr� _ωr � λ _s (33)

An expression for ϕ can be extracted by letting the sum of all

known terms in Eq. (33) be equal to the right-hand side of Eq. (32)

with the intention of having them cancel:

JAhx� Jϕ� _Jx� � _J − _Jr�ωr � �J − Jr� _ωr � λ_s � Ahy (34)

ϕ � J−1�Ahy − _Jω� _Jrωr � Jr _ωr − λ_s� − _ωr − Ahx (35)

Using this new expression forϕ in Eq. (33) results in the final form

of the tracking-error dynamics:

_y � Ahy� J� ~CaAest � Best
~Ducalculated � Best

~E� (36)

Next, Lyapunov stability analysis is used to find the update laws
for matrices Ca, D, and E that will lead to a controller that is both
stable and able to achieve the control objective. The following

candidate Lyapunov function is selected:

V � yTPy� Tr� ~CT
aW1

~Ca � ~DTW2
~D� � ~ETW3

~E (37)

in which P ∈ Rn×n, W1 ∈ Rn×n, W2 ∈ Rp×p, and W3 ∈ Rp×p are

positive definite weighting matrices, and y, ~Ca, ~D, and ~E hold the
samemeaning asmentioned. The derivative ofV is takenwith respect

to time, and a substitution is made for _y according to the tracking-
error dynamics, Eq. (36):

_V � _yTPy� yTP _y� 2Tr� ~CT
aW1

_~Ca � ~DTW2
_~D� � 2 ~ETW3

_~E

(38)

_V � yTAT
hPy� yTPAhy

� 2Tr�AT
est

~CT
aJ

TPy� uTcalculated ~DTBT
estJ

TPy� � ~ETBT
estJ

TPy

� 2Tr� ~CT
aW1

_~Ca � ~DTW2
_~D� � 2 ~ETW3

_~E (39)

Using the Lyapunov equation, let Q ∈ Rn×n be a positive definite

matrix described by

PAh � AT
hP � −Q (40)

Substituting Q into Eq. (39) leaves

_V � −yTQy� 2Tr�� ~CT
a �JTPyAT

est �W1
~Ca��

� 2Tr� ~DT�BT
estJ

TPyuTcalculated �W2
_~D��

� 2 ~ET�BT
estJ

TPy�W3
_~E� (41)

With _V in this form, the proper update laws to create a stable
controller can be identified:

_Ca � −W−1
1 �JTPyAT

est�
_D � −W−1

2 �BT
estJ

TPyuTcalculated�
_E � −W−1

3 �BT
estJ

TPy� (42)

Substitution of the update laws into the expression for the time

derivative of the Lyapunov function leaves

_V � −yTQy (43)

which is negative semidefinite.

C. Analysis

The candidate Lyapunov function V, a function of ~Ca; ~D; ~E, and
error y, is zero if and only if all of these independent variables are

equal to zero and it is otherwise positive. FromEq. (43), it can be seen
that the time derivative of the Lyapunov function _V is zero if and
only if y � 0 and that at all other times _V is negative. This proves

that _V is negative semidefinite, which means ~C; ~D; ~E ∈ L∞ and
y ∈ �L2 ∩ L∞�. From the expression of y in Eq. (30), it is concluded
that error s� λ_s ∈ �L2 ∩ L∞�. Reference trajectories σr and _σr are
bounded, and ∈ L∞. As s and _s ∈ L∞ and reference trajectories are
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bounded, it is concluded from the definition of s and _s that

�σ; _σ� ∈ L∞. Using the kinematic relation between σ and ω, it is
concluded that ω ∈ L∞, and hence A�σ;ω� and ϕ ∈ L∞. All of the

terms in the expression for _y are bounded, and therefore _y itself is also
bounded. From the discussed properties of V and _V and using

Barbalat’s lemma [18], it is concluded that σ → σr and ω → ωr as

t → ∞, that is, perfect tracking can be achieved for both the

kinematic and dynamic level states of the system.

V. Air-Vehicle Model

A six-DOF nonlinear time-invariant model of the UCAV6 is

considered as an unmanned receiver aircraft. It is a 60% scale AV-8B

Harrier aircraft with the pilot and all pilot support devices removed,

andwith themass properties and aerodynamics adjusted accordingly.

The state vectors for this model, divided as position-level and

velocity-level coordinates, are

σ � � δϕ δθ δψ δX δY δZ �T (44)

ω � � δp δq δr δu δv δw �T (45)

in which δ�⋅� are the perturbations from the steady-state values, and

the steady state is assumed as steady-level 1g flight. Here, δX, δY, δZ
are perturbations in the inertial positions; δu, δv, δw are perturbations

in the body-axis velocities; δp, δq, δr are perturbations in the body-
axis angular velocities; and δϕ, δθ, δψ are perturbations in the Euler

attitude angles. Both the tanker and receiver aircraft are considered

to be flying at 1 g steady-level flight with the same velocity and

heading.
Elevon, thrust, and vectoring engine nozzles are used as

longitudinal controls, and aileron and rudder are used as lateral/

directional controls. To use the fault-tolerant algorithm, it is

assumed that three smaller pressure-valve control nozzles are

attached to the UCAV6, just as on the AV-8B Harrier. The inclusion

of these extra control variables ensures that the plant remains

controllable in the presence of a control failure. These nozzles affect

both the lateral and longitudinal states; are labeled as δpc1, δpc2,
and δpc3; and have units of force. The pressure control nozzles are
redundant in the sense that, if there were no control failures, they

would not be required for the plant to be controllable. However,

because they are included in the model, the control algorithm does

not treat them as redundant and render them unused, even in the

nominal condition. The control variables δe (elevon), δT%
(percentage of maximum thrust), δN (synchronized vectoring

engine nozzles), δa (aileron), and δr (rudder) are perturbations in
the control effectors from the trim values. The total control vector

can be expressed as

ucalculated � � δa δr δe δT% δN δpc1 δpc2 δpc3 �T
(46)

With the state and control vectors defined, the kinematics and

dynamics for the simulation can be expressed in the form of Eqs. (9)

and (10).

_σ � J�σ�ω

J�σ� �

2
6666664

1 sin�ϕ� tan�θ� cos�ϕ� tan�θ� 0 0 0

0 cos�ϕ� − sin�ϕ� 0 0 0

0 sin�ϕ� sec�θ� cos�ϕ� sec�θ� 0 0 0

0 0 0 cos�α� 0 sin�α�
0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 − sin�α� 0 cos�α�

3
7777775

(47)

_ω � A�σ;ω� � B�σ;ω�uapplied

A�σ;ω� �

2
666666664

1
I1
�Lvv� Lpp� Lrr� �I2 − I3�qr�

1
I2
�Muu�Mww�Mqq� �I3 − I1�pr�
1
I3
�Nvv� Npp� Nrr� �I1 − I2�pq�

Xuu� Xww� Xqq − g cos�θ� cos�ϕ� � rv − qw

Yvv� Ypp� Yrr� g cos�θ� sin�ϕ� � pw − ru

Zuu� Zww� Zqq − g sin�θ� � qu − pv

3
777777775
(48)

B�σ;ω� �

2
666666664

Lδa Lδr 0 0 0 Lδpc1 Lδpc2 0

0 0 Mδe MδT MδN 0 0 Mδpc3

Nδa Nδr 0 0 0 Nδpc1 0 Nδpc3

0 0 Xδe XδT XδN Xδpc1 0 0

Yδa Yδr 0 0 0 0 Yδpc2 0

0 0 Zδe ZδT ZδN 0 0 Zδpc3

3
777777775

(49)

I �
2
4 I1 0 0

0 I2 0

0 0 I3

3
5 �

2
4 692.2 0 0

0 1095.7 0

0 0 2287.5

3
5kg ⋅m2 (50)

in which m � 6055 kg is the vehicle mass, I is the vehicle moment
of inertia, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and all of the Xx-type
terms represent the various stability and control derivatives of the
aircraft. The values used for these derivatives can be found in the
Appendix.

VI. Numerical Example

The control objective for the receiver aircraft is to first line up
behind the drogue in the (Yn,Zn) plane, and then dock the tip position
of the refueling probe with a moving drogue receptacle with an
accuracy of	2 cm, and keep it there. The system is simulated for a
flight condition of 0.37 Mach number and 10,000 m altitude. The
VisNav-equipped UCAV6 receiver aircraft is trimmed at 3.5 deg
angle of attackwith an elevon deflection of 0.83 deg,with trim engine
power of 60%. It is initially at a relative position 30m behind, 15m to
the right, and 15 m below the drogue suspended from the tanker
aircraft. The drogue basket is configured with eight LED VisNav
beacons. The four outer beacons are located 20 cm from the nozzle in
a 36-cm-diam circle. This location corresponds to a typical location
where LED lights are currently installed by droguemanufacturers for
nighttime refueling operations. The inner four beacons are located
near the nozzle itself in a circle with a diameter of 5 cm. The VisNav
PSD sensor is mounted on the UAV, 0.5 m behind the tip of the
refueling probe and 13 cm below it. For the examples, the VisNav
relative-position estimates are obtained from a simulation of the
VisNav system that includes calibrations, range effects, corrections
due to optical distortions, and sensor noise. The high-fidelity VisNav
sensor system simulation is integrated with the fault-tolerant SAMI
controller.
The actual control vector uapplied is calculated according to Eq. (7).

For all cases presented, the parameters used in the update laws,
Eq. (42), were as follows: the adaptive gains were chosen, such that
W1 � 0.01 and W2 � W3 � 0.001. The positive definite matrix P
was solved for using the Lyapunov equation (40) withQ � 10I6 and
Ah � −10I6. The positive definite matrix λ used in the total tracking-
error expression, Eq. (30), was 10I6. Finally, the initial conditions
used on the update parameterswereCa�t � 0� � I6,D�t � 0� � I8,
and E�t � 0� � 0. The matrices Aest and Best can be found in the
Appendix.
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The reference trajectory is designed according to Sec. III, and a

second-order spring–mass–damper model is used to simulate the

drogue motion. The uncertainties defined in Table 1 are introduced

into the system parameters. The controller designed in Sec. IV was

derived under the assumption of full-state information, and hence

measurements of all reference states that the receiver aircraft should

follow are made available so that it can track the reference trajectory.

For all test cases, fault-tolerant performance is evaluated according to

tracking errors for both the kinematic and dynamic level states during

the docking maneuver, in the presence of control-effector failures.

Two test cases are presented: in test case 1, the rudder is failed at 8 s

and locked at 2 deg. In test case 2, the elevon is failed at 10 s and is

locked at 1.2 deg.

A. Test Case 1

Once the rudder is failed at 8 s in test case 1, the states of the

receiver aircraft drift from the reference trajectory. Fault-tolerant

SAMI reconfigures and brings the states back to their desired

reference values. Figure 4 shows the rudder failure and the extra

control effort demanded of the rest of the control effectors.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the rudder failure on the orientations

and angular-velocity states of the receiver aircraft. The maximum

errors in bank angle and roll rate are 8 deg and 16 deg ∕s,
respectively. A heading-angle error 10 deg occurs before it returns to

Table 1 Receiver-aircraft modeling uncertainty

Derivative Uncertainty, % Derivative Uncertainty, %

CLα
5 Clδa 5

Cmα
10 Clδr 5

Clβ 20 Cmδe
5

Cnβ 15 Cmδpwr
5

Clp 15 Cnδa 5
Cnδr 5

Fig. 4 Test case 1: receiver-aircraft control positions.

Fig. 5 Test case 1: receiver-aircraft angular states.
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the reference trajectory. In this figure, a comparison is made between

the fault-tolerant SAMI controller and the same controller without a

fault-tolerance capability, that is, the adaptation is turned off. It is seen

that, without a fault-tolerant capability, there is a steady-state error in

bank angle and heading angle, which is undesirable.

Figure 6 shows the receiver-aircraft translational positions and

velocities. A small error of 1 m∕s can be seen in the lateral

component of velocity when the failure is introduced at 8 s. Because

the reference trajectories for the position-level translational states are

very smooth, the error in these states is very small with the adaptive

mechanism either on or off, even immediately after the failure is

introduced.

Figure 7 shows the probe-and-drogue trajectories in the Yn–Zn

plane. A docking attempt is considered successful if the probe tip can

get within a 0.1m radius of the refueling port with zero offset angle. It

can be seen that, even in the case of a rudder failure, successful

docking can be achieved using fault-tolerant SAMI, but if the fault-

tolerance mechanism is turned off, the probe is unable to dock.

The adaptive matrices C, D, and E are also observed at the

introduction of the failure. Figure 8 shows the elements of the E

matrix, Fig. 9 shows the adaptation of theCmatrix, and Fig. 10 shows

the adaptation of the D matrix. Elements of these matrices adapt
according to the adaptive laws derived in Sec. IV, and this helps in

handling uncertainties and control failures in the system. It should be
noted here that the fault-tolerant SAMI algorithm does not require

fault identification at any stage of the refueling process.
It is concluded from the results presented in test case 1 that,

for the control-effector failure considered, the fault-tolerant SAMI

controller can track and successfully dock to a nonstationary drogue

with negligible error. All control deflections and states are within
tolerable limits for the test case considered. Additionally, the

controller did not require or use any knowledge of a control-effector
failure.

B. Test Case 2

In test case 2, the elevon fails at 10 s and is locked at 1.2 deg. This

failure results in errors, primarily in the longitudinal states, at the
introduction of the failure.Relatively quickly, however, the elements of

the adaptive matrices reconfigure themselves, and the error between
the reference states and the receiver-aircraft states is reduced to zero.

Figure 11 shows the elevon locked after 10 s, resulting in a sudden high

deflection in the rest of the control surfaces immediately afterward.
This figure demonstrates how these types of failures can potentially

result in high control-surface deflections in the other working control

Fig. 6 Test case 1: receiver-aircraft translational states.

Fig. 7 Test case 1: projection of probe-and-drogue trajectories in

Yn–Zn plane.
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Fig. 8 Test case 1: elements of E matrix.
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effectors. This may lead to other problems, like saturation or high

control rates; however, in this case, all of the control-surface

deflections remain within acceptable ranges. This allows for the

healthy surfaces to compensate for the failure and provide the desired

moments without going out of bounds. Although not demonstrated in

this test case, if a large external disturbance, such aswind shear,were to

occur while the elevator was locked, this adaptive-control scheme

would similarly be able to compensate with the healthy control

surfaces so long as the plant remained controllable. If there was a

known upper bound on the magnitude of such a disturbance, the

response time of the adaptive laws (42) could be adjusted to safely

account for any disturbance smaller than that bound, and additional

measures could be taken to make sure the control signals remained

within saturation limits.

Figure 12 shows the effect of elevator failure on the receiver-

aircraft angular states. There is an initial steady-state error in bank

angle, which is not due to the introduced failure at 10 s, but instead

is due to uncertainty in the system. With the adaptation turned off,

this results in a steady-state error. A simple dynamic-inversion-

based controller is not able to handle the uncertainties in the

system. This emphasizes the importance and need for adaptivity in

an aerial-refueling system, even without the presence of control

failures. A second steady-state error also develops when the

adaptive mechanism turned off— this one in pitch-attitude angle.

This error is indeed triggered by the control-surface failure.

Figure 13 displays the translational states for test case 2. Once

again, the reference trajectories for the linear states are relatively

smooth, and therefore any deviation from the reference trajectory

is negligible.

Figure 14 shows the probe-and-drogue trajectories in the Yn–Zn

plane. Although closer than in case 1, it is shown that, with fault-

tolerance adaptation turned off, the probe cannot successfully track

and dock with the drogue in the presence of the elevon failure. As in

case 1, with the fault-tolerance adaptation turned on, a successful

docking occurs.

Test case 2 demonstrates that, even in the case of uncertainties and

control-effector failures, the controller is able to achieve successful

docking. The transient response at the introduction of the failure

initially produces large angular body rates, but they reduce to zero

within a few seconds.
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Fig. 9 Test case 1: elements of Cmatrix.
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Fig. 10 Test case 1: elements ofD matrix.

Fig. 11 Test case 2: receiver-aircraft control positions.
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VII. Conclusions

This paper developed a fault-tolerant structured adaptive model
inversion tracking controller and integrated it with the visual
navigation vision-based sensor system to provide fully autonomous
aerial refueling for the probe-and-drogue method. Smooth reference
trajectories from the initial position of the receiver aircraft to the
position of a moving drogue were generated, and a nonlinear
simulation of the UCAV6 receiver aircraft was used to test the fault-
tolerance capability of the controller. Failures in the form of control
surfaces locked at nonneutral positions were investigated. Based upon
the results presented in the paper, it is concluded that the controller is
able to successfully steer the probe into docking position with the
drogue in the presence of control-effector failures and system
parametric uncertainties. The maximum angular rate experienced in
the presence of control-effector failures is 16 deg ∕s, and the
maximum error in rotational angles is 10 deg. The maximum error in
translational velocity is 1 m∕s, which shows that translational states
are not strongly affected by the control-effector failures investigated.
The results also show that, for a simple dynamic-inversion-based
controller with adaptation turned off, uncertainties in the system
produce steady-state errors. This demonstrates the utility of adaptive-
control approaches for problems that use model-based controllers.

Appendix: Receiver-Aircraft Model

The stability and control derivatives are given in the following
Tables A1 and A2.

Fig. 12 Test case 2: receiver-aircraft angular states.

Fig. 13 Test case 2: receiver-aircraft translational states.

Fig. 14 Test case 2: projection of probe-and-drogue trajectories in

Yn–Zn plane.
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The estimated A and B matrices, Aest and Best, used in the update

laws are

Table A1 Stability derivatives

Derivative Value Derivative Value

Xu −0.04599 Yv −0.40773
Xw 0.17588 Yp 0.00565
Xq −0.00565 Yr 3.58484
Zu −0.08302 Lv −0.02178
Zw −1.76159 Lp −4.76282
Zq −13.57715 Lr 2.16780
Mu 0.00254 Nv 0.02478
Mw −0.07165 Np −0.22500
Mq −0.81723 Nr −1.56983

Table A2 Control derivatives

Derivative Value Derivative Value

Xδe 0.00563 Yδa −0.37624
XδT 0.32974 Yδr 0.56176
XδN 0.07386 Yδpc2 2.397
Xδpc1 2.397 Lδa 0.64103
Zδe 0.35083 Lδr 0.08855
ZδT 0.33081 Lδpc1 0.6088
ZδN −0.00533 Lδpc2 0.2435
Zδpc3 2.397 Nδa 0.03034
Mδe 0.14704 Nδr −0.10738
MδT 0.01350 Nδpc1 0.0603
MδN 0.02735 Nδpc3 −0.1842
Mδpc3 0.3846

Aest �

2
66666666666664

1
I1
�0.8Lvv� 0.85Lpp� Lrr� �I2 − I3�qr�

1
I2
�Muu� 0.9Mww�Mqq� �I3 − I1�pr�

1
I3
�0.85Nvv� Npp� Nrr� �I1 − I2�pq�

Xuu� Xww� Xqq − g cos�θ� cos�ϕ� � rv − qw

Yvv� Ypp� Yrr� g cos�θ� sin�ϕ� � pw − ru

Zuu� 0.95Zww� Zqq − g sin�θ� � qu − pv

3
7777777777777775

Best �

2
66666666666664

0.95Lδa 0.95Lδr 0 0 0 Lδpc1 Lδpc2 0

0 0 0.95Mδe 0.95MδT 0.95MδN 0 0 Mδpc3

0.95Nδa 0.95Nδr 0 0 0 Nδpc1 0 Nδpc3

0 0 0.95Xδe XδT XδN Xδpc1 0 0

Yδa Yδr 0 0 0 0 Yδpc2 0

0 0 Zδe ZδT ZδN 0 0 Zδpc3

3
77777777777775
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